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Abstract

Large-scale immersive digital cinema “fulldome” theaters utilizing video graphics projection onto dome screens are rapidly growing due to their acceptance by planetaria and other entertainment-based venues. This course provides an overview of large-scale immersive video systems, recent theater projects, and educational collaborations with immersive theaters. Cutting-edge immersive productions and student projects are showcased using the latest video projection technology in the Reuben H. Fleet Science Center’s IMAX® Dome Theater, which is celebrating its 30th year of operation as the world’s first Omnimax® system. Industry leaders provide a comprehensive look at computer graphics production tools and techniques for real-time and pre-rendered productions.
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- **Reuben H. Fleet Science Center** for the use of their IMAX theater and for their assistance with system integration and theater operation.
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Course Syllabus - Morning

7:30  SIGGRAPH Bus to Reuben H. Fleet Science Center’s IMAX® Dome Theater

8:00  Introduction to Large-Scale Immersive Theaters Part I (E. Lantz)
Brief introduction to spherical video projection systems and overview of house video display.

8:15  Fulldome Production Showcase
Various presenters introduce their works which are screened on the IMAX Dome theater using the house video system.

- David Beining – LodeStar Astronomy Center
- Brad Thompson & Mike Bruno - Spitz Creative Media
- Carolyn Sumners – Houston Museum of Natural Science
- Tom Casey – Home Run Pictures
- Kevin Scott - E&S Productions
- Ted Artz - Drexel University & amalgamation house
- Mike Murray - Clark Planetarium

10:00  Break

10:20  Fulldome Production Showcase, Continued

- Steve Savage - SkySkan Productions

10:45  Storytelling Through Immersive Data Visualization (C. Emmart)
From the Hayden Planetarium’s latest production, entitled "The Search for Life: Are We Alone?," we will examine an eight minute segment that traverses 100,000 light years, and spans five billion years of solar and terrestrial evolution. This segment was created in collaboration with the San Diego Supercomputer Center and the National Center for Supercomputing Applications. Showcasing multiple visualizations from current observations and astrophysical simulation of process, we experience the latest science of what creates worlds by being placed within it. Demonstration on how a story is crafted by threading separate visualizations together with a continuous camera move will be discussed while highlighting scene construction by a composition of elements rendered with separate techniques.

11:00  Lunch – SIGGRAPH Bus to San Diego Convention Center
Course Syllabus - Afternoon

1:30 Introduction to Large-Scale Immersive Theaters Part II (E. Lantz)
Provides historical context for immersive graphics including large-format film and video projection and an overview of existing theaters

1:45 Spherical Image Generation and Projection (E. Lantz)
Review of various methods for getting video onto the sphere. Looks at popular spherical mapping and edge-blending methodologies, including software and real-time hardware approaches. Overview of dome video projection, image generation and playback.

2:15 Immersive Rendering Basics (B. Thompson)
Discusses basic technical and conceptual challenges encountered in rendering animations for spherical screens, and presents some of the methods that our industry has invented to deal with them. Technical hurdles include the absence of monitors to view spherical graphics, the need to adapt flat-view-plane rendering tools for spherical screens, and the need for massive amounts of storage space and rendering power to deal with the large-format spherical frame resolutions. Conceptual hurdles are substantial because spherical animation challenges a flat-screen cinematic language that's been subconsciously programmed into us from the first days of motion picture and video.

3:15 Break

3:30 Spherical Image Processing (G. Stern)
Demonstration of popular spherical image processing, compositing and editing tools and techniques. Techniques covered include spherical billboarding, image remapping, stitching of hemicubes, splitting of dome masters into multi-projector sub-images, and various edge-blending techniques.

4:00 Real-Time Graphics for Large-Scale Immersive Theaters (K. Scott)
Real-Time visualization and cinema moves out of the lab and into the hands of story tellers. This lecture will highlight the capabilities of real-time production systems and the development of real-time content. Lengthy rendering jobs are no longer necessary to provide rich, compelling audience experiences. Real-Time graphics provide unparalleled production flexibility enabled by PC clustering technology and COTS multimedia hardware. These systems are achieving new levels of visual performance and driving immersive theaters at affordable price points.

4:30 Educational Collaborations in Fulldome Productions (D. Beining)
Presents examples of formal and informal educational collaborations with immersive digital theaters and discusses the benefits to producers, audiences, and the theaters. Types of production/education programs include university coursework, community-based training labs, artist-in-residencies, and volunteer-based production teams directed by staff. Collaboration results include increased funding sources and community support, expanded educational roles and opportunities, an increased production community to create for the new medium, and a redefining of term 'planetarium.'

5:00 Wrap-Up and Q&A - All
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